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Flashing Yellow Arrow Signal 

More e°cient and safe tra°c ˛ow 
Flashing Yellow Arrow (FYA) tra˜c signals are used more and more frequently throughout the state. The FYA signal is 
more e˜cient (it moves more tra˜c safely through an intersection) and improves safety. A national study showed that 
drivers made fewer mistakes with the new signals than with traditional signals. The new signals give tra˜c engineers 
more options to handle variable tra˜c volumes. The signal also saves on motorists’ fuel and time at intersections. 

Frequently Asked Questions 
How does the Flashing Yellow Arrow di˜er from normal tra°c signals? 
Historically, the green ball governing left 
turns has led some motorists to wrongly 
think they have a protected turn – a “green 
means go” mindset. 

In contrast, drivers seem to intuitively know 
that the °ashing yellow is communicating 
the need for them to use caution when 
making the left turn. 

How does the FYA signal work? 
The Flashing Yellow Arrow means, “proceed with caution and yield to oncoming tra˜c.” 

The signal has four phases: 

PHASE 1. Green Arrow represents a protected turn. Oncoming tra˜c must stop. Proceed with 
caution. This phase may be skipped if there are no left-turning vehicles in the queue. 

PHASE 2. Flashing Yellow Arrow:  Left turn permitted. Proceed with caution (oncoming tra˜c 
has a GREEN light) and driver needs to YIELD to oncoming 
tra˜c before turning left. 

PHASE 3.  Solid Yellow Arrow: Prepare to stop, or complete the turn if 
you are already within the intersection - the arrow is about to 
turn red. 

PHASE 4. Solid Red Arrow: STOP 

The FYA will replace the permissive green “ball” traditionally used in tra˜c-signal 
conÿgurations. Flashing yellow arrows indicate a permitted move for drivers turning left; 
they can make a left turn but must yield to oncoming tra˜c. If the signal detects that 
vehicles are not moving through the left-turn lane, a solid green arrow phase will follow, 
providing protected left-turn movements. 

How widespread is the use of FYA tra°c signals? 
FYA signals are being used frequently in Idaho. You'll see the same signals in every state because the new signals are 
being introduced throughout the United States. The Federal Highway Administration has already begun the process 
of making FYA signals standard for signalized protected or permitted left turns. 
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